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October But sadly â€” and this is only human nature â€” the only people who will ever see these nasty little errors are
the scholars and their students. It's disheartening, and unfortunate, because there's a great deal at stake. For years the
scholars and their students have been working hard on the premise that what's called Continued on next page CHAPTER
1 Â THE ROOTS OF U. S. POLYNESIAN OCCUPATION --WORD It's difficult to understate the importance of the study of our

world's colonial past. As the old saying goes, history is not about the past; it's about the future. If we want a better
future, we must work not only to understand the past, but also the present and the future. In the relatively few years it's
taken me to write this book, I've come to appreciate that the study of our colonial past has become an integral part of

my own understanding of things. But the past â€” even the distant past â€” also means the people who lived here
before we came. As I've gone through my files, I've come across people who lived in colonial America, many of whom

have been ignored in our history books. The Spanish Indians, the Native Americans, the Afro-American slaves, the Jews,
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and other people of color â€” these are the people who gave us the Bible â€” the land we call the United States of
America, the Declaration of Independence, and the Constitution â€” and these were the people who laid the foundation
for the Christian faith that has shaped the history of the New World. While some people may think that pre-Colonial life

must have been just a period of stagnation for the people of that era, the truth is that it was a period of growth and
change and an explosion of information. I have found it interesting to trace the roots of colonial American culture by

looking at the roots of European culture. While the Europeans did not use the word 'roots,' they did have the concept of
'family trees.' Such trees were often made and displayed in the homes of the larger families. Sometimes the tree had a

trunk with branches. One branch might
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